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Technology-Enabled Disruption
Why has it become so easy for new entrants to overcome historic entry 
barriers of scale, cumulative skills and capabilities?
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Forthcoming in
MIT Sloan Management Review

• Know-how embodiment in 
manufacturing tools

• Know-how embedded in design tools

• Rising level of abstraction
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Know-how Embodiment in Tools

Advanced production tools commoditize the 
manufacture of many hardware products

• Enables new players to capitalize on many 
years of R&D performed by others

• Levels the global playing field
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This has played out in numerous industries
Semiconductors, TFT-LCDs, LEDs, Solar, Advanced Metalworking



Implications

Commoditization pressure on U.S. firms
• Especially when faced with non-market 

based competition

Waves of cheap building blocks crashing on 
our shores (see below)

Serious implications for Defense Industrial 
Base and supply chain resiliency
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What’s Happening to All 
That Compute Power?

Computing power ”almost free”

Sophisticated design tools



Implications
Much harder for U.S. companies to hold on to 
technological lead
• Loss of scale and home market size 

advantages

Waves of cheap building blocks crashing on 
our shores (see below)

Labor arbitrage coming to engineering jobs
• What we saw in manufacturing direct labor 

comes to high skill high technology 
content work



Abstraction
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Structuring and packaging complexity 
in a way that makes it easier to 
understand

• Only need to understand and 
master the interface

Instruction
0010 0000 0000 0100
0001 0000 0000 0101
0011 0000 0000 0110
0111 0000 0000 0001
0000 0000 0101 0011
1111 1111 1110 1001
0000 0000 0000 0000

Machine 
Language

Assembly 
Language

Higher Level 
Language

Classes & Objects

Object-Oriented 
Language

Containers



Abstraction

Encapsulates a model of a 
system
• Hierarchy of 

representations

Key benefit
• Enables designers to 

conceptualize at a higher 
level



General Purpose Platforms
Raise the level of abstraction
Enable new waves of innovation
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Chip designer must pick 
3rd party IP blocks that 
match manufacturing 

process choices
Chip designer selects electronic design tools and 
workflow, matches to foundry process flow and 
process recipes, integrates 3rd part IP with own 

design, sends design file to foundry for 
manufacturing

Select target 
manufacturing 

process at 
foundry

Foundry (TSMC)
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Design Foundry offers 
workflow with IP blocks 
optimized for various 
process choices at 

TSMC

Chip designer works on unique part of his/her design, 
using GUC’s workflow and design environment.  GUC 
hides all the complexity, allowing designer to focus just 
on the design of the unique sections.  GUC even buys 

manufacturing capacity in bulk and resells it to 
designers

Independent Designer

Using Design Foundry 
“Abstraction”

Finished chip 
is packaged





Implications

Accelerated innovation through 
recombination and on top of platforms (key 
abstractions, cheap building blocks)
• Compute + always on connectivity + touch 

interface

• Remarkably easy to implement machine 
learning and artificial intelligence 
applications
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And …

• Traditional advantages of scale and 
incumbency upended

• Change coming faster than ever

Schumpeter’s “gale of creative destruction”

• Whole industries transformed, or may disappear


